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1. Introduction – Process of neutron activation calculation
The basic process according to ISO 16966 for performing activation calculations for the
purpose of estimating radionuclide concentrations in activated wastes involves several
steps:
a) Establish the context.
b) Select the calculation methodology. The selection depends on the context of the
calculation and the availability of input data.
c) Select and determine the input parameters: Material Data, Neutron fluence rates,
Irradiation history, nuclide libraries, model of the system
d) Perform the calculation(s) using the selected methodology.
e) Process the raw results of the calculation(s) to determine correlation factors, conversion
factors, etc., depending on the chosen methodology (Validation).
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1. Introduction - Uncertainties

• Every calculation or modelling of a real situation is subject to uncertainties.
• All input data contain uncertainties (e.g. unknown impurities in the material).
• The calculation program uses numeric calculations which have variable accuracies
depending on different factors and the duration of the calculation.
• The representativeness of the results depend strongly on the input variables.

The aim of the presentation is to raise your awareness of the uncertainties.
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2. Uncertainties in neutron activation calculations
Material Data
• Material composition
• Impurities (even in ppmrange they have a
significant influence on
results [Li, N, Co, U])
Neutron fluence rates
• Neutron flux
• Energy spectrum
Irradiation history
• integrated exposure
• decay time

Nuclide libraries
• Nuclide library with reliable cross
sections (response lines related
different neutron energies [height
and position])
• Consideration of all relevant
nuclides for the purpose

Neutron
activation
calculation

Results:
Nuclide activities

Modelling
• Level of detail and
discretisation of the
model
• Position of the material
in the reactor
Software
• Numeric calculation:
stability, convergence
• Different calculation
methods (Point method,
Range method)
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3. Validation of neutron activation calculations and its uncertainties
Re-Calculation (new calculation or
adjustment by correlation/
conversion factors)

Analyses of samples
• Analyses of retained samples or
lowest activated parts (Validation
of input data).
• Analyses of samples from
representative activated parts
(Validation of output data)
• Determination of contamination
Uncertainties
• Representativeness of sample or
sampling process
• Method of analysis (detection limit)

Adjustment of calculation
parameters
Depending on
context

Validation
process

Representative
results

Measurements (additional calculation from
activity to dose rate or spectrum needed)
• Dose rate, in most cases Co-60
dominated (one value)
• Non-destructive gamma spectrometry
for relevant nuclide spectrum (set of
values in a spectrum)
Uncertainties
• Methods of calculation (numeric model,
databases, libraries)
• Uncertainties of measuring instrument
• Measuring environment (Underground)
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4. Summary
• The entire process of neutron activation calculation contains uncertainty options whose effects on the
result are not always known.
• Modern measurement and analysis methods can increase the representativeness of the calculation
immensely, but these are also burdened with uncertainties.
• To obtain reliable results, it is important to be able to describe the uncertainty and the accuracy. For
this, an understanding of the calculation method is required and parameter studies as part of the
iterative calculation-validation-process are maybe needed, when the required representativeness
(degree of accuracy and uncertainty) of the results is not given.
• The necessary representativeness of the results depends on the context.
Measurement and analysis procedures in advance can significantly reduce uncertainties and,
together with verified input data (nuclide libraries, reactor models, irradiation history), can increase the
degree of representativeness.
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